[Effect of PIC-BE on the expression of MDR-1 and bcl-2 genes in a multidrug resistance cell variant K562/ADM].
The effect of PIC-BE on the expression of mdr-1, bcl-2 and bax genes and their protein products (P-gp, Bcl-2 and Bax) was observed respectively in a multidrug resistance (MDR) cell variant K562/ADM. The results showed that PIC-BE could significantly inhibit the expression of mdr-1 and bcl-2 genes at both mRNA and protein levels in K562/ADM cell line, and the effect was dose- and time-dependent within limited range. Under same condition, although PIC-BE could increase the expression of Bax slightly, there was no statistically significant difference. These results suggest that the reversal of the MDR of K562/ADM cell line by PIC-BE may result from its effect on the expression of mdr-1, bcl-2 genes and their protein products.